
The Career Exploration Initiative, which has served as the umbrella for the 
Rotary and BYS Summer Internship Program, has joined forces with a local 
startup and career-exploration platform, FindMino, in order to offer young adults 
a wealth of career exploration information as well as the ability to connect with 
current employers, business owners and working and retired professionals for a 
casual conversation about a special field of interest or career path and what the 
day-to-day looks like.!!
No matter if you are a retired or active professional, work for a large corporation, 
or are a solo entrepreneur, we need you in order to successfully support local 
youth through this special, new program. The opportunity to have a live 
interaction with experienced, local professionals is what sets Coffee & Careers 
apart from other career exploration programs. !!!
Here are a couple of tips to help you sign-up quickly: !!

• When it asks for the program - choose Coffee & Careers!
• When it asks for your organization or position - put "N/A" if this doesn't 

currently apply!
• When it asks for the subject - put a one-sentence description of what 

you are offering, for instance: "An overview of what it's like to be a 
mechanical engineer."!

• When it asks for a more detailed description - put more about your 
background and previous roles!!

Or, you can follow these step-by-step instructions. If you have still have questions 
or are having trouble, please give BYS a call, 206-842-9675, and they will help 
you to work out any issues.!!
Thank you for believing in our community’s ability to collectively impact youth 
well-being. This is a wonderful opportunity for young people to learn more about 
themselves, their strengths and interests, to think outside of the box, and to 
network with those with real-world experience and ask questions. It is also an 
awesome opportunity for you to connect with and support our local young people 
and send them out into the world with the strengths and confidence they need to 
thrive. !!
Please join us!!


